
 

 

Highlights 

A New Learning Adventure — Science Lab! 

Dunrovin Ranch has had the great pleasure of working with two scientists who are enamored with 
Montana’s Big Skies at Night. Wildlife biologist and photographer extraordinaire John Ashley has spent 
the last several decades prowling Montana’s mountains at night, in all seasons, to capture the awe and 
mystery of the night sky’s many celestial displays. Meanwhile, University of Montana astronomer Diane 
Friend has spent those decades teaching people from all walks of life and with all levels of science 
background some of the night sky’s secrets and myths. D@D is fortunate to have these two team up to 
present us some great photos, videos, experiments, and explanations about night skies. 

The Aurora Borealis and Milky Way 

Join John and Diane on Thursday, March  14 
and 28, 2019 at 2PM to see terrific photos 
and videos of the aurora and the Milky 
Way. Let these two fun and engaging  
scientists take you by the hand to explore 
these phenomenon of our night sky. 

You need only bring your senses of awe, 
humor, and curiosity! 

Celebrating the Seasons—March Means SPRING 

It is 4 degrees below zero with over a foot of fresh snow in the yard outside my window as I write this. 
Am I looking forward to spring? You bet your bottom dollar I am—as is everyone else in Montana. Our 
hope is that this recent arctic blast will be winter’s last and that warmer days are just around the corner. 

Every year between March 19 and March 21, the spring equinox occurs, when the northern hemisphere 
of the earth slowly starts to tilt wards the sun, winter ends, and spring begins. This year it occurs on 
March 20th.   

For the past several years, we have invited wildlife enthusiast, naturalist, and wildlands adventure guide 
Hobie Hare out to Dunrovin Ranch to help us celebrate the changing seasons. Hobie will join us on 
Thursday, March 21st at 2PM for a broadcast to share his spring observations and help us  connect with 
nature, no matter where our feet are! 



Watch for These Dates in March 2019 

3 Sunday 2PM Broadcast:        DIVAS Training 

5 Tuesday 2PM Broadcast:        Introduction to Hal and Harriet  

7 Thursday 2PM Broadcast:        Intro to Captains Lewis and Clark 

10 Sunday 
2PM 
6PM 

Broadcast:         DIVAS Training Program 
                             Great American Criminal Trials 

12 Tuesday 2PM Broadcast:        Mrs. Goose on the Osprey Nest 

14 Thursday 2PM Broadcast:        Science Lab Aurora 

17 Sunday 2PM Broadcast:        DIVAS Training 

19 Tuesday 2PM Broadcast:        Taking down the nest bird feeders  

21 Thursday 2PM Broadcast:        Celebrating Spring 

24 Sunday 2PM Broadcast:        DIVAS Training Program 

26 Tuesday 2PM Broadcast:        Intro to ponies Bonnie and Clyde 

28 Thursday 
2PM 
6PM 

Broadcast:        Science Lab Milky Way 
                           Great American Trials Videos 

31 Sunday 
2PM 
6PM 

Broadcast:         DIVAS Training Program 
                             Book Club: An Unfinished Life 

Listed times are in the US Mountain Time Zone. 

All broadcasts occur on the Ranch Web Camera Broadcast Channel. 

The count down for ospreys’ return to their nest begins! 


